IT IS COMMONPLACE to assert that the marriage of science and medicine has resulted in changes in medical knowledge and practice, medical education, organization of medical care, and the social status of medicine and its practitioners.
But while science is no longer seen exclusively as an engine of technical progress in medicine,2 and the various meanings of science in medicine have been explored by historians and sociologists3 the complementary process of incorporating medical concerns in laboratory research has been treated as relatively t. Jacques Loeb. quoted in Rent' J. Dubos, The professor, the institute, and DNA (New York. 1976) 42. 2. Erwm Ackerknecht. Short history of medicine (New York, 1955) , and William Rothstein, American physicians in the nineteenth century: From sects to science (Baltimore, 1972) .
3. John H. Warner. "Science in medicine, " in Sally Gregory Kohlstedt and Margaret W. Rossiter, eds.. Historical writing on American science. Perspectives and prospects (Baltimore, 1985) ; Gerald L. Geison, "'Divided we stand:' Physiologists and clinicians in the American context." in Morris J. Vogel and Charles E. Rosenberg, eds., The therapcutrc revolution. Essa.vs in the social history of American medicine (Philadelphia, 1979) 67-90: S.E.D. Shortt, "Physicians. science and status: Issues in the professionalization of .Anglo-American medicine in the nineteenth century," Medical history, 27 (1983), 5 l-68; Barbara G. Rosenkrantz, "Cart before horse: Theory, practice, and professional image in rZmerican public health, 1870-1920," Journal of the history of medicine, 29 (1974) . 55-73: Howard S. Berliner, A system of scientific medicine. Philanthropic foundairons in the Fle-yner era (New York, 1985) ; Rosemary Stevens, American medicine and the puhlrc interest (New Haven, 1971) . HSPS, 24:l (1993) straightforward and unproblematic. Historians of the biomedical sciences rely on terms such as "medical orientation" or "clinical interest" in order to describe the role of medical concerns in the development of biochemistry, bacteriology or physiology in the prewar period." They have pointed out that biomedical scientists relied on the (putative) medical relevance of their research in order to legitimize their fields, to procure institutional support and funding. What does it mean to say that research performed in the laboratory is medically oriented? How are medical problems transformed before they become subjects of research in a laboratory, and how do they shape the research process itself? What role do they play in the formulation of research problems, in experimental practices. in the development of research lines. in the presentation of research results? The answers to such questions are important to an understanding of how practical concerns can be incorporated into scientific research and shape its development.
This paper assumes that when scientists formulate the problems they wish to address, choose approaches and methods, and interpret and present their results, they do so within specific evidential contexts. Within these contexts experiments as well as their results become meaningful knowledge claims. Whether these contexts are understood as classificatory schemes, more or less formal theories, laws. hypotheses. networks of concepts, productive metaphors. or interpretative schemes. knowledge claims are considered as legitimate contributions to science only when interpreted within such c0ntexts.j A variety of distinct evidential contexts is available within every field; some of them are relatively independent, whereas others are linked together so that a claim made within one context can also be made significant in another. 4 . Robert E. Kohler, "Medical reform and biomedical science: Biochemistry-A case study." in Vogel and Rosenberg (ref. 3) . 27-66, and From medical chernistrv to biochemistry. The makrng of a hromedical discipline (Cambridge. 1982) ; Geison (ref. 3); Russel C. Maulitz, '"Physician versus bacteriologist:' The ideology of science in clinical medicine." in Vogel and Rosenberg (ref. 3), 91-107: Ilana Lowy, "Biomedical research and the constraints of medical practice: James Baumgardner Murphy and the early discovery of the role of lymphocytes in immune reactions," BH. 41, 63 (1989) . 356-391, and "The impact of medical practice on biomedical research: The case of human leucocyte antigen studies," . Vinerva, 23 (1989) . I7 I-200; Gerald L. Geison, ed., PhysiolugJ rn the American contrrt, 1850 -1940 (Bethesda, MD, 1987 : Philip J. Pauly. "The appearance of academic biology in late nineteenth century America," Journal qfthe histoq, yf ' hfologr, I7 ( 1984) . 369-397; Olga Amsterdamska, "Medical and biological constraints: Early research on variation in bacteriology," Socral studies qfscience, 17 (1987) , 657-87. 5. Trevor J. Pinch. "Towards an analysis of scientific observation: The externality and evidential significance of observational reports in physics." Social studres qfsclence. I.5 (1985) . 3-36. A series of arguments and reinterpretations (call them "translations") is required before a claim meaningful within one evidential context can be made significant in another. Similarly, before a practical concern can become a subject of scientific research, it has to be placed within a particular evidential context. Accordingly, in order to describe the role that medical problems play in biomedical research, I attempt to reconstruct the various changing chains of translations through which one particular biomedical scientist linked his own investigations to a number of distinct evidential contexts, and I examine how these ditl'erent contexts related to the medical problem he was ostensibly addressing. In order to gain a better understanding of the choice of particular evidential contexts and translations at different times. 1 examine not only the available cognitive opportunities and constraints. but also changes in the social and institutional setting in which research took place: access to particular research materials. instrumentation.
expertise, the expectations and preferences of the governing bodies of the institute. and the reigning ideology of scientific medicine.
The interpretation of laboratory activities within distinct evidential contexts takes place both in the laboratory and in the various other settings-behind writing desks. at conferences, in informal conversations-in which scientists consider their research. As different kinds of scientific texts can be addressed to different audiences, so discussions in the laboratory can concern experiments planned for the following week or month or year. or deal only with difficulties in interpreting a single experimental run; the relevant evidential contexts shift and change, along with the observed links to practical medical concerns. Our answer to the question of how medical concerns affect the research practices of biomedical scientists might differ depending on whether we reconstruct these research practices by examining day-today research activities. research papers published in scientific journals. formal reports to sponsors and research proposals. or long-term research interests and approaches. I examine the significance of such differences by asking about their character and their sources: how are the evidential contexts invoked in day-to-day research different from those that prevail when the research is presented in scientific articles or in reports to the governing bodies of the institution in which the researcher worked? How are the different invoked contexts related to one another? Are there systematic ditferences in the manner in which practical concerns appear to be incorporated into research practices, depending on whether we look at long-term reconstructions of research activity or at short-term reports in individual scientific papers?
The research career of Oswald T. Avery provides a unique opportunity to examine the ways in which a single medical problem can be addressed in research over a long period of time. Some information about the day-to-day activities in his laboratory are available in written recollections of the participants; unfortunately, the laboratory notebooks have not survived. Besides these recollections and other biographical materials. the reconstructions presented here draw on an analysis of Avery's papers and on the very detailed reports he submitted several times a year to the Board of Scientific Directors and to the Corporation of the Rockefeller Institute.
When in 19 I3 Oswald T. Avery came to work at the Rockefeller Institute Hospital he joined a group of clinical researchers attempting to develop a better treatment for lobar pneumonia. Avery spent almost all of the following thirty-five years at the Rockefeller investigating the pneumococcus, and, as his one-time collaborator, Collin MacLeod emphasized: "it is well to remember that Dr. Avery was interested primarily in disease-in pneumococcal pneumonia and the bacterium that causes it, pneumococcus-and that his whole scientific life was devoted to understanding the disease. how pneumococcus is able to exert its pathogenicity, the immune responses to it, how recovery takes place and how one can intervene."h Today, however, Avery is remembered not for his contributions to the medical understanding. diagnosis or treatment of pneumonia, but for a paper in which, together with Collin MacLeod and Maclyn McCarty, he identified desoxyribonucleic acid as the substance responsible for specific hereditary transformations of the pneumococcus.' For some. this chemical identification of the substance that induced specific hereditary changes in a microorganism amounted to the identification of DNA as the genetic material of the cell. Accordingly, they see Avery's discovery as one of the turning points in the development of molecular biology. According to Frank MacFarlane Burnet, who visited the Rockefeller Institute during the war, "in retrospect, the discovery that DNA could transfer genetic information from one type of pneumococcus to another almost brought the end of one field of scholarly investigation, medical bacteriology, and heralded the opening of molecular biology which has dominated scholarly thought in biology ever since." Burnet esteemed Avery's discovery as the source of a major disciplinary reorientation.
which "swung microbiology perhaps forever from a primary desire to prevent and cure infectious diseases to its current preoccupation with molecular biology."* To historians of molecular biology, the role of Avery's identification of DNA as the chemical substance responsible for pneumococcal type transformations is far more complex and generally less decisive. Some point to the fact that it stimulated other research on DNA in biochemistry and bacterial genetics,' while others not only identify other. independent research groups as central in the transition to molecular biology,'O but also argue that many geneticists and biochemists were slow to accept Avery's discovery and its implications."
It is puzzling that the discovery that Burnet rated a turning point from medical microbiology to molecular biology was made by men trained in medicine and working in a research hospital. in a department concerned with respiratory diseases. The puzzle becomes more (New York, 1979) ; Lily Kay, "Conceptual models and analytical tools: The biology of the physicist Max Delbruck," JHB, 18 (1985) , 207-246. Cooperative individualism and the growth of molecular biology ut the California Institute qf Technology, 1928 -2953 (Ph.D. thesis, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, 1986 . and "Selling pure science in wartime: The biochemical genetics of G.W. Beadle," JHB. 22 (1989) 73-101; Pnina Abir-Am. "The biotheoretical gathering. transdisciplinary authority and the incipient legitimation of molecular biology in the 1930s: New perspective on the historical sociology of science," HIstory yf sclence, 25 (I 987). I-70, "How scientists view their heroes: Some remarks on the mechanism of myth construction." JHB, 15 (1982) . 28 l-3 15, "Themes. genres and orders of legitimation in the consolidation of new disciplines: Deconstructing the historiography of molecular biology," History q/'scrence, 23 (1985) . 73-l 17, and "Noblesse oblige: Lives of molecular biologists," Isrs, 82 (1991) . 326-343; Ilana Ldwy, "Variances in meaning in discovery accounts: The case of contemporary biology." HSPS, 2l:I (1990 What counts as a medical problem changes historically and culturally, and can be a matter of debate among different professional and lay groups. According to Charles E. Rosenberg, "Disease is at once a biological event, a generation-specific repertoire of verbal constructs reflecting medicine's intellectual and institutional history, an aspect of potential legitimation for public policy, a potentially defining element of social role, a sanction for cultural norms, and a structuring element in doctor-patient interactions.
In some ways disease does not exist until we have agreed that it does-by perceiving. naming. and responding to it." and, we might add, since the mid-l 9th century, by making it a subject of scientific research. One of the processes accompanying the scientihcation of medicine has been the medicalization of social problems: as more problems seem amenable to medical intervention, so also more problems become legitimate subjects of biomedical research." Biomedical scientists who focus their research on a particular medical problem are facing a scientifically and clinically prestructured reality. This prestructuring does not, however, mean that at a specific time and place a medical problem will be defined unambiguously in the clinic or that its various aspects will be seen as forming a coherent unity. Definitions of diseases, their classifications. significant features. and importance may vary among different clinical 12. Dubos (ref. I) . 89. 13. C.E. Rosenberg. "Disease in history: Frames and framers," The .2li/har~k quarter-LJ: 67, suppl. 1 (1989) . I-15. on I-2. specialties. and preclinical biomedical scientists of different disciplinary backgrounds are likely to assign different meanings and status to these differing conceptions.
Biomedical scientists wishing to address medically relevant issues in their laboratory thus have to redefine unwieldy, complex, multifaceted, and varying clinical phenomena (or representations of such phenomena made by practicing physicians) into researchable-and scientifically legitimate-questions subject to examination by the available laboratory methods. In a specific laboratory setting, these redefinitions are also shaped by the local institutional culture, the availability of specific instruments or expertise, the possibility of using particular experimental models. and access to patients and other research materials. A commitment to a particular translation enables scientists to pursue the solution of a medical problem by engaging in research within some conceptual and instrumental. that is. evidential context.
When the hospital of the Rockefeller Institute chose to focus research on pneumonia. it was a common and serious, often fatal disease. In the early 1900s in the United States, pneumonia. as the leading cause of death, accounted for 202 deaths per 100,000 population.'? Although it was recognized in the 1880s as a bacterial disease, the characterization of its major etiological agent. the pneumococcus, did not result in the total identification of the disease with the responsible bacterium. Although bacteriologists isolated the pneumococcus from a majority of cases, they also believed that other bacteria (e.g., the streptococcus or Friedlander's bacillus) were sometimes involved. Also, lobar pneumonia was not usually contagious: despite occasional epidemics, particularly in institutions, researchers and physicians agreed that contact with the bacterium was not sufficient to produce the disease. Pneumonia often followed some other illness; it seemed to be particularly prevalent among certain groups. in certain seasons, and dependent on the general state of health of the victim. Moreover. the pneumococcus often turned up in the mouths of healthy individuals. Factors other than the bacterium appeared to play an important role 14. Harry F. Dowling, E'rgkling ir!fizclion. C'onquesrs of' the ~wentierh ccntur~~ (Cambridge. 1977) . 230. Cf. Rufus Cole's observation of the high mortality rates from pneumonia In New York: "the number of deaths in New York, due to pneumonia caused by pneumococci of Type I. is greater than the deaths due to diphtheria, and much greater than the total number of deaths due to scarlet fever. cerebra-spinal fever. and typhoid fever combined" (RBSD. 3:IV. 23-24, report of Jan 1915): "in 1915 probably 1800 deaths in New York City were due to Acule Lobar Pneumonia of Type I alone. This is as many as all the deaths from typhoid fever. measles, scarlet fever. whooping cough and cerebra-spinal meningitis combined, and almost as many as all the deaths occurring in the present epidemic of poliomyelitis" (RC. 19 15/ 16. 3:IV. 36, report of Ott 1916). in the disease. Since pneumonia could be diagnosed readily in the clinic without a bacteriological examination, the bacterial etiology of the disease was not the foremost concern for the clinicians who regularly resorted to an "expectant treatment" and used a variety of methods to alleviate the symptoms. 'j As Michael Worboys reminds us, "for clinicians pneumonia was more an illness of a certain kind of person than a specific disease entity."lh If for the clinicians the bacterial causes of pneumonia were of secondary importance. this cannot be said of the research conducted at the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research or at the hospital, where research on pneumonia relied almost exclusively on the bacteriological definition of the disease. A number of institutional and intellectual circumstances contributed to the adoption of this definition.
From its inception, the Rockefeller Institute focused much of its attention on bacteriology.
All members of the Institute's original board of directors were trained in pathology and interested in infectious diseases.'? When the hospital of the Institute opened in 19 10, three out of the five diseases on which research in the hospital was to focus were infectious (pneumonia, syphilis. and poliomyelitis), and investigations of various other infectious diseases were undertaken throughout the interwar years. Given the hope generated by the discoveries of the etiology of many infectious diseases and the development of specific treatments for diseases like diphtheria and rabies. as well as the improvements in surgical techniques based on antisepsis and asepsis during the last quarter of the 19th century. infectious diseases appeared at the beginning of the 1900s as the most promising subjects for scientific medical research. The major medical research institutes established at that time-the Lister Institute in London. the Pasteur Institutes. and Koch's Institute in Berlin-all emphasized the central importance of bacteriology. To some extent, these institutes serv,ed as models for the Rockefeller.
Bacteriological research also fitted well with the ideology of laboratory medicine advocated at the Rockefeller Institute Hospital, and 15. In his T/r-/2(' prrnc~ples and pructice qf rnedrcine of 1892 and in later editions, Osler characterized pneumonia as "a self-limited disease [that] runs its course uninfluenced in any way by medicine." Cf. Peter C. English, "Therapeutic strategies to combat pneumococcal disease: Repeated failure to adopt pneumococcal vaccine," Pevsprclives in bio/og.)) and medfcine, 30 (I 987) (New York, 1964). 36. with the organization of the hospital as both a clinic and a research center. Rufus Cole, the first Director of the hospital, who had come to the Rockefeller from the biological laboratory at Johns Hopkins Hospital. was strongly influenced by Lewellys F. Barker's vision of the hospital laboratory as a place for original research. and not onlv rouline diagnostic work. In his plans for the hospital, Cole tried to insure that every physician working there would also be involved in research, including laboratory research. IR The facilities available included not only well equipped bacteriological laboratories, but also facilities for animal research. In addition. the availability of animal models (mice, rabbits, dogs, and monkeys) for the investigation of pneumonia allowed for a smooth transition from clinical to experimental research.
Cole gave pneumonia research at the Rockefeller its dominant direction.
Most of his research before he came to the Rockefeller focused on typhoid, but he had also published on pneumonia, which hc chose for his own studies at the Hospital. During the first several years at the Rockefeller Hospital. working together with Alfonse Dochez and Henry Marks. Cole identified distinct strains of the pneumococci and applied this classification to the development of the serum treatment. By 1912, they had prepared a serum for pneumonia caused by Type I pneumococci and were working on sera for the other strains.'" When Cole hired Averv in 19 13, it was with the understanding that Avery would join these bacteriological and immunological investigations of the pneumococcus and work on the development of more effective serum treatment for pneumonia."' Cole's choice to define pneumonia by its major etiological agent and to define his problem as one of finding a therapy. preferably a serum, was not the only possible one. Even a strictly bacteriological definition of the disease did not necessarily dictate research directed to the development or improvement of a serum therapy. A number of British and South African bacteriologists were working at that time on the development of a preventive vaccine for pneumonia." Although Gay and Chickering did some research on vaccines at the Rockefeller Hospital before World War I and Chickering and Austin worked on it during the war, their work was incidental to the effort to develop effective sera.?? A few non-bacteriological approaches to therapy were also attempted: examination of pathological changes accompanying pneumonia, investigation of the epidemiology of the disease and of its spread, the use of chemotherapeutic agents (such as optochin and, much later, sulfapyridine) developed elsewhere, and alleviation of the disease's symptoms (e.g., the oxygen chamber). With the possible exception of the epidemiological research conducted by Stillman. which, however, also had a bacteriological bent and involved animal experimentation, no one pursued these other approaches as systematically or intensively as Avery did his own.
Cole's and Avery's redefinitions of the problem of pneumonia as one of understanding the biological properties of the pneumococcus and of immune reactions to it must be regarded as only one of the possible translations of the medical problem into a laboratory one. Their choices were shaped not only by the clinical understanding of pneumonia and the bacteriological knowledge of the time, but also by the background of the researchers involved and the local institutional conditions at the Rockefeller: the emphasis on bacteriological research and the place of this type of research in the prevailing view of what scientific medicine should be, the facilities available. the emphasis on combining clinical and laboratory research, and the instrumental opportunities provided by the possibility of infecting animals.
Practice comes first: The pre-war years
Cole's success in typing the pneumococci and in developing a serum for pneumonia caused by Type I provided Avery with the initial translations he relied on: to enhance the affected organism's ability to destroy the offending organism by supplying serum appropriate to the type of pneumococcus present. The development and use of specific sera required proper typing of the offending organisms, rapid diagnostic methods, efficient serum production in horses, standardization of the serum and its dosage, and improvement of serum quality. Accepting this basic formulation, Avery initially turned his attention to practical difficulties encountered in the hospital. Since serum sickness often complicated serum therapy, Avery worked on improving sera through purification and greater concentration of the active fractions so that the "antibacterial potency might be conserved with a When some atypical strains of pneumococcus were identified in the Johns Hopkins Hospital at Baltimore. Avery became involved in their typing:?j and when serum for Type III became available, Avery tested whether all Type III pneumococci are immunologically the same.2h According to Dubos, during this period Avery was also in charge of producing the various sera, testing their effectiveness on animals, and running the diagnostic tests required before the administration of the appropriate serum to the patient." Avery's attention to the daily practical problems in the Hospital appears also in his early papers. which provide ample discussions of the medical relevance of the problems and often rely on evidence directly from the clinic. For example, examining certain atypical pneumococcus organisms that agglutinated with delay in Type II antiserum, Avery motivated his interest in these deviant types by referring to the confusion they could cause in diagnosing pneumonia through agglutination (typing through agglutination was the first step in the administration of appropriate serum).'8 Similarly, when he and Dochez studied the types of pneumococcus present in the mouths of healthy and sick individuals.
he was interested in whether "infection with pneumonia takes place either by contact with infected individuals or apparently healthy carriers."?"
At this stage of Avery's research. translations from the clinical problems. addressed to research presented in articles or reported to the Board of Scientific Directors, were explicitly stated and relatively direct. But the attention to specific and often limited problems encountered in the serum treatment of pneumonia at the Hospital resulted also in a lack of a coherent, longer-term research strategy. Continuity seems to have been provided by the clinical practice in the hospital, which regularly treated pneumonia patients. rather than by research results leading to further questions or problems. Throughout the pre-war period Avery worked simultaneously on several different and unrelated problems.
During these early years at the Hospital, Avery occasionally addressed issues not obviously applicable to clinical practice. Reports on the work conducted at the Hospital during that period made a distinction between research aiming at the solution of concrete practical problems and research having "theoretical importance" but no immediate utility in the clinic. The Report to the Corporation for 1916, for example, ended with a list of "other studies concerning pneumonia and the pneumococcus infections.. .which however, at present have theoretical rather than practical interest."30 Similarly. in 1917. some of the work conducted by Dochez, Blake. Palmer, and Avery was described as having "much theoretical interest, but.. .not [being] at present applicable to the practical problem relating to this disease."3' Some of Avery's pre-war research was placed in this relatively marginal category, "theoretically but not practically relevant." For example:32
The pneumonia studies also have yielded other results which are at present of only theoretical importance, though it is hoped to make practical application of certain of them. In the investigation of the mode of action of the immune serum, for instance, Dr. Dochez and Dr. Avery have shown that the immune serum has a depressing action on the metabolic activities of bacteria. This is one of the actions of the immune serum which has been little studied, but which may be of considerable importance. They have named this form of activity "antiblastic." Although in studying "antiblastic immunity" Avery and Dochez defined the problem of treating pneumonia as one of administering the appropriate serum, the question addressed here did not stem directly from the clinic but constituted instead a further extension of translating the treatment of pneumonia into producing an immune serum. In asking how immune serum affects the bacterium, Avery and 30. RC (ref. 26), 364. 3 1. RC, Ott 1917, 3:V, 266 . This distinction was drawn especially in the Reports to the Corporation. which, being addressed to non-scientists, tended to emphasize the practical relevance of the results obtained in the hospital and its laboratories, and downplay work only "scientifically" relevant. But the category of "theoretical rather than practical relevance" also appears occasionally in the prewar period in the Repom to the Board of Scientific Directors (e.g., RBSD, Apr 1915, 3:IV, 70). After World War I, the category was seldom used.
32. RC, Ott 1915. 3:IV, 149. Similar qualifications were added to the reports on Avery's research on the growth of pneumococci in dilute solutions of bile and on their action on hemoglobin.
Dochez did not speculate about how an answer to this question might be relevant to the clinical problem of treatment (or diagnosis or prognosis) of pneumonia. They formulated no hypotheses that allowed for a linkage back from the laboratory to the clinic. Thus, while the initial definition of the situation incorporated medical issues and concerns, the lack of specification of how better knowledge of serum action was to contribute to the solution of any particular clinical problem loosened the relation between research and clinical practice. Research questions that incorporate medical problematics do not necessarily have practical medical implications that can be articulated explicitly.
In addition to investigating the mode of activity of the serum. Dochez and Avery asked "why it should be possible to produce an effective serum against pneumococci of Type I and only one of much less value against pneumococci of Type II, and one of very slight value against pneumococci of Type III?" This question, which reflected the state of the therapeutic practice at the time. was linked with the hypothesis that the relative differences in the effectiveness of the serum related to "capsules" possessed by organisms of different types. Dochez undertook the determination of "the nature of the capsular substance, and its relative antigenic activity."jj This translation of the serum problem into the problem of capsules and their antigenic activity played an important role in Avery's future research. Initially. however, no sooner was the question posed than another replaced it.
The initial course of the research on capsules provides a revealing example of the primacy of clinical concerns at the hospital before World War I, and of the mode in which "practical" and "theoretical" studies were separated within the Institute.
In the course of his research on capsules, Dochez found that cell-free filtrates of pneumococcus cultures contained a substance that precipitated with specific immune sera and that the pneumococcus elaborated during its periods of growth. The antigenic specificity of the isolated substance and the determination that it was elaborated during the growth of bacteria suggested that it might play a role in the immune reactions under study by Dochez and Avery. What attracted their immediate attention, however, was not this "theoretical" promise, but the possibilities of applying their finding in the clinic as a basis for a better diagnostic technique. Accordingly. they tested for the presence of this substance in the blood and urine of patients with pneumonia. On discovering it in a substantial proportion of cases, they attempted to find a correlation between "its appearance and disappearance.. . [and] the clinical course of the disease, its relation to prognosis and its significance in 33. RC, Ott 1916. 3:IV. 361. facilitating early diagnosis."'" At the same time, first attempts were made to identify the substance chemically and to study its role in the intoxication accompanying pneumonia, thus placing the research within the evidential context of toxicity of bacteria.35
As this work progressed. the identification of the substance with the capsular material temporarily disappeared and the initial problem of understanding differences between the efficacy of different sera also temporarily receded into the background. The possible relevance of the substance for diagnostic purposes promised a more direct return from the laboratory to the clinic and suggested a different set of questions. For the purposes of diagnosis. Avery and Dochez were interested in the time when the substance appeared in the blood and urine. in the reliability with which it could be detected, and in its role during the course of the disease. The temporary redefinition of the clinical problem at hand as one of diagnosis and prognosis rather than one of the therapeutic efficacy of the different sera privileged the more immediate, "practically relevant" evidential contexts over the more elaborate. "theoretically interesting" ones. in which the efficacy of the serum was linked to the nature of the pneumococcus capsule. Throughout this period, translations that allowed for a more direct return from the laboratory to the clinic were chosen systematically.
Wartime disruption
The involvement of the United States in the first world war changed the relationship between the hospital of the Rockefeller Institute and its environment.
Not only did a number of physicians and researchers enter military service or leave the hospital to take up temporary duties elsewhere, but even the remaining staff members became engaged in the training of army medical officers and in investigations of epidemics of respiratory tract diseases in army camps and hospitals.jh The hospital. which previously had taken only referred patients suffering from a small number of selected diseases, had to accept a larger number of patients, many of them soldiers, who were not carefully screened or selected. There were times when respiratory diseases (pneumonia in particular) had the hospital's exclusive attention."? At Though this work involved much routine (determining types of bacteria involved, introducing the use of serum treatment, studying the mode of transmission, etc.), an encounter with an atypical form of pneumonia caused by the streptococcus led to investigations of this bacterium, which also continued briefly after the war..j9 The model followed the earlier pneumococcus studies, with much attention devoted to the classification of different types in terms of their immunological characteristics. The pressure of external circumstances also led to investigations of the influenza epidemic in 1918 and 1919, specifically of the involvement of h. inj7zwcar.40 This was the only time during Avery's long tenure at the Rockefeller when he diverted his attention from the pneumococcus.
Changes in the nature of clinical practice during the war thus had an immediate though short-term impact on the direction of Avery's, Cole's, and Dochez' investigations.
At the hospital itself, immediate practical problems with diagnosis, its routinization, and the standardization of the serum took over, while the prevalence of particular types of respiratory disease in the army and the civilian population dictated an interest in respiratory illnesses caused by bacteria other than the pneumococcus.
Science comes first
Avery returned to the pneumococcus almost as soon as the war and the influenza epidemic ended. By 1919, he was investigating optimum growth conditions for pneumococcus: a year later. he was engaged in studies of pneumococcal enzymes."' The full-time return to 38 
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.AMSTERDAMSKA the pneumococcus did not mean a return to the previous translations: this time Avery did not begin by isolating an aspect of some specific clinical problem associated with pneumonia or its treatment, and then translating it, step by step, into a research problem amenable to laboratory investigation. The studies with Glen Cullen on growth conditon, and later those with Hugh Morgan, Theodor Thjotta, and James Neill. focused on the biological (biochemical) properties of the pneumococcus: nutritional requirements, metabolism, and so on? but without specification of the link between the knowledge of these properties and either the understanding or the management of pneumonia in the clinic. Insofar as the papers on metabolism and nutrition and the research reports from this period make any references to medical interests or justify research in terms of its clinical relevance, they do so by appealing to the importance of a general knowledge of the biology of the bacteria for an understanding of the diseases they cause.
One of the first articles in this group of papers. for example, asserts?
42. K.G. Dernby and Oswald T. Avery, "The optimum hydrogen ion concentration for the growth of pneumococcus," JE. 44, 28 (1918) Knowledge of the physiological activities and immunological characters of bacteria serves not merely the purposes of systematic classification, but contributes to a fuller understanding of the problems of infectious disease. The correlation of these apparently independent characters with pathogenicity and with the occurrence and distribution of recognizable types under a wide variety of environmental conditions is essential to the proper interpretation of the phenomena of infection.
The nature of the "essential" contribution to the understanding of disease was not specified either here or in any of the scientific reports or other papers in this series: the translation from the specific medical problem to the particular set of research questions was not spelled out, and in the later papers the linkage to medical problematics nowhere appears. This type of justification can be used for virtually any type of bacteriological investigation of pathogenic organisms. and-other than focusing research on the pneumococcus-the long-term medical interest of Avery's group did not really constrain or direct the choice of problems.
The change in the research strategy implicit in the published papers was acknowledged in the Report to the Corporation for 1921 and attributed to the lack of progress in the development of sera against infections with pneumococci of types other than Type I:j4
The study of acute respiratory disease has been continued but along somewhat different lines. The treatment of cases of Type I pneumonia with specific immune serum has been continued.. .This is only an incidental part of the study, however, since it is believed that the efficacy of this serum has now been well demonstrated and its further employment, as well as its manufacture, should be left to others. The efforts to produce serum effective against the other types of pneumonia have not proved successful and it is believed that the successful treatment of these other forms will have to be attained by some other and new method of approach. Consequently during the past year attention has been given to the study of certain fundamental properties of the bacteria concerned in the etiology of pneumonia.
The "logic" of this series of investigations rested on the possibilities of chemical analysis and chemical classification of substances, and the reductionistic strategy of research. Investigation of proteolytic enzymes led to the study of lipolytic and carbohydrate fermenting enzymes, and then of bacteriolytic enzymes and of the hemolytic activity of the extracts used to investigate the enzymes. This resulted in attempts to identify the substance (hydrogen peroxide) responsible for hemolysis and to study the conditions under which it acts. A series 44. RC, Ott 1921, 3:1X, 298-99. 4hlSTERDAiMSK.4 of studies on other oxidation/reduction reactions followed. Each step in this series of studies depended on the preceding ones, and extended or built upon earlier results and practical expertise. Instead of going back and forth between the clinic with its problems and the laboratory. the research stayed in the lab. No attempts were made to "link it back" to the clinic. This series of investigations differs from Avery's earlier work in the indeterminate or unarticulated nature of its link to medical concerns and in a much greater degree of continuity in research assured by the systematic exploration of the possibilities for chemical analysis.
THE ROAD TO IMMUNOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS
When the situation at the Institute allowed for the "more fundamental study of bacteria" and an organic chemist, Michael Heidelberger, willing to collaborate with Avery. joined the staff. Avery embarked again on an attempt to identify the chemical structure of the specific soluble substances that he had isolated with Dochez. When this work began anew in 192 I or early 1922."' Avery did not explicitly justify his interest in the "chemical basis of immunological specificity" by an appeal to possible direct medical benefits, but the relations between immunological specificity and immunotherapy had been the basis of much earlier work at the Rockefeller. In 19 15, for example, Avery had written?
The biologic classification of the pneumococcus distinguishes four distinct groups. These types are based upon well defined immunologic differences.. .These distinctive differences in antigenic properties not only offer a reliable method for the more exact determination of the varieties of pneumococcus, but afford the only rational basis for the study qfimmunotherapy in pneumococcal infection.
The novelty of the postwar strategy lay in the emphasis on the priorit)* of' N chvmicui und~wtmnding of these immunological differences. An additional reductive step has been added to an earlier translation of the problem: in order to understand why only infections with Type I pneumococcus responded to the immune serum, whereas the sera against Types II and III were ineffective, Avery now believed it necessary to determine the chemical differences underlying the 45. Heidelberger recalls that Avery carried a vial of the specific soluble substance around and tried to entice him to the project by arguing that "the whole secret of bacterial specificity is in this vial;" Michael Heidelberger. "A 'pure' organic chemist's downward path." . Avery's placement of his research on the specific soluble substances within the context of immunological specificity and his chemical approach to this problem fitted well within the dominant trends in immunology at the time: the period 1900-1960 has been described as the immunochemical period of immunology. Immunochemical research was supported both by the medical interests in vaccination and serotherapy and by developments in biochemistry.4s
Bacteriologists studied antigenic complexes of pathogenic bacteria for purposes of classification.
diagnosis. and serotherapy during the interwar period.4y Avery was ideally placed to pursue such investigations since the Rockefeller Institute policy promoted collaborations among scientists with different disciplinary backgrounds: even though he worked in a hospital in a bacteriological department, he secured the cooperation of chemists: first Cullen. with whom he worked on the enzymes. then Heidelberger, and finally Goebel.so
The work in the laboratory was governed by the technical imperatives of isolating and purifying the part of the substance responsible for the immunological specificity of the different types of the pneumococcus and by attempts to identify its chemical composition. In view of the initial expectation that. because of its immunological activity. the specific substance would be a protein, Avery and Heidelberger labored to prove that the polysaccharides they isolated were not contaminants. They followed up their identification of the specific soluble substance of Type II as a polysaccharide with identical attempts to specify the composition of specific soluble substances of types III and I.51 In 1923 Avery was attempting to identify chemically other possible immunologically active components of the pneumococcus5? Since Avery thought that the specific soluble substances determined the specificity of immunological reactions but were non-antigenic themselves (because the tests had shown that they could not be used alone to produce an effective serum), he worked simultaneously on an isolation of another component of the bacteria1 cell which, as he soon could claim. was antigenic but not type specific (and thus also ineff'ective as an inoculum in serum production). This antigenic component was quickly identified as a protein. Avery and Heidelberger probably attempted to develop a complete chemical characterization of the antigenic complex of the pneumococcus on the assumption that such knowledge was necessary for the production of sera effective against types II and III. They did not state this assumption, however. in the earliest papers or reports on the identification of the substance. and did not suggest how the new chemical and immunological knowledge could lead to an improved therapy for pneumonia. In their paper of 1923, they identified the context as the "relation between bacterial specificity and chemical constitution"
and insisted on the relevance of the "comparative study of the immunological relations existing between two different cellular constituents of the same organism."53 By 1925, however, the reports specify the link between the research program and the possible clinical applications. Here, the new theoretical model proposed by Avery played an important role. His theory of "antigenic dissociation" attempted to integrate the problems encountered in serum therapy with the newer chemical and immunological findings. It provided the framework for making sense both of the clinical difficulties and of the chemo-immunological findings. and specified the medical relevance of chemo-immunological research. It synthesized the laboratory findings and translated the clinical problem into a research program. The theory of antigenic dissociation took into 52. RBSD. Apr 1923, 4:X1. 150-151: "These studies have resulted in observations which indicate that immunity to pneumococcus is related to two entirely distinct bacterial substances. One of them is a protein, immunity to which is very specific as regards pneumococcus but is entirely non-specific as regards type. The second substance is non-protein in nature. in its present form of purification possesses the properties of a carbohydrate, and is to a very high degree type specific. This second substance when injected alone is apparently non-antigenic. These facts have suggested entirely new conceptions concerning pneumococcus immunity." 53. Respectively, Michael Heidelberger and Oswald T. Avery, "The soluble specific substance of pneumococcus," EM, 38 (1923 The group's coherent (Avery often described it as "rational") research program had as goals a better understanding of the immunological properties of the pneumococcus and, inseparably and explicitly, the production of effective therapeutic sera:55
The bacterial cell as an antigenic unit consists of a combination of nucleoprotein and carbohydrate in which the latter determined the type-specificity of the whole. This compound antigen is dissociable and the ease with which the linkage between the two cellular constituents is disrupted varies with each of the fixed types. When dissociation occurs.. .the specific (polysaccharide) haptene is split off leaving only the protein fraction which then functions as a secondary antigen.. , .There is also considerable evidence that similar dissociation goes on in the animal body after the introduction of the whole cell.. . .These observations, now supported by experimental evidence, furnish a basis for understanding the difficulties encountered in attempts to produce an efficient antiserum for Type III pneumococcus. Indeed the principle underlying this phenomenon is perhaps applicable to the other types as well. . . .In the preceding discussion of the theory of antigenic dissociation attention has been drawn to the significance of this phenomenon on the production of potent antipneumococcal sera. Since the evidence thus far available clearly indicated that the most efficient antigen is the one least easily dissociable and that the antigenic potency of any given type of pneumococcus is inversely proportional to the rate and degree of dissociation, attempts have been made to increase the type-specific antibodies in immune sera by special methods designed to prevent antigenic dissociation of the type specific antigen.
Working with Julianelle; Avery tried to fix the pneumococcal cell so as to prevent dissociation. j6 The theory of antigenic dissociation guided other attempts to produce effective sera as well. In these 
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.AMSTERD.AMSKA attempts, the accumulating chemical knowledge about the structure of pneumococcal polysaccharides and proteins played a more prominent role. Thus Avery and Heidelberger tried to isolate antigens similar to those of the pneumococcus (in the studies on Friedlander bacillus and gum arabic) and. beginning in 1929, Avery and Goebel worked to synthesize artificial antigens by coupling proteins with polysaccharides.
Avery was convinced that the rational approach to the therapy for pneumonia should be based on attempts to imitate natural immune reactions to the pneumococcus; this conviction underlay the translation of the problem of finding a specific serum treatment for pneumonia into the problem of gaining understanding of the chemical structure of the antigen. Knowledge of how antigens induce immune reactions could be practically applied in the clinic only if natural processes could be adequately mimicked by artificial procedures:57
The problems of specific [cure] and prevention of infection lie in the attempt to interpret and imitate by artificial immunization certain protective processes of nature which constitute what we call immunity. In order to imitate successfully the natural processes involved in spontaneous recovery from disease it is necessary to know the nature of the underlying immunity developed and clearly exhibited in the specific reactions between the infectious agent and the body tissues of the host.. .With this end in view, those of us on the hospital staff engaged in the clinical investigation of acute respiratory disease are at present seeking to acquire a more intimate knowledge of the immunological and chemical constitution of the pneumococcus-the most frequent and the most deadly microbial incitants of pneumonia in man.. .[T]he knowledge of type specificity among pneumococcus has furnished a rational basis for the development of an immune serum which in the treatment of pneumonia due to Type I infection has proved of distinct therapeutic value . . . .The problems relating to the possibility of preventive inoculation and the perfecting curative sera for infections due to pneumococcus of Types II and III are in essence the objectives of our present endeavors.
Avery used virtually the same words to explain his approach in a partially retrospective address to the American College of Physicians in 1932. The rationality to which he appealed consisted of a series of translations by which the chemical substances responsible for inducing immunity against the pneumococcus could be identified, and their functions investigated, so that the working of the entire antigenic complex of the pneumococcus could be chemically described and functionally understood. This understanding could be used as a basis for imitating the "protective processes of nature" in developing therapeutic 57. RC, Ott 1927, 4:XV. 141-144 sera. The translation from knowledge of pneumococcal action to treatment rested on the notion that once we know chemically how a biological process takes place, we can reproduce it, and so obtain a therapy for pneumonia. would best approximate those of the pneumococcus, but also antigens (conjugated carbohydrate-proteins) that exhibited minimal chemical differences so that their immunological specificity could be compared. 60 Medical interest in producing an effective serum thus competed with other evidential contexts. These contexts-of biological specificity, or chemical identity. or antigenic structure-made possible meaningful translations of medical problems into questions for investigation. They often structured both the presentation of results and some of the sequences in the research. But they could also be accorded an independent status and serve as a basis for formulating problems not directly tied to the medical concerns. Thus. in their first paper on the conjugated carbohydrate-proteins, Avery and Goebel wrote: "For the purpose of studying the role which simple sugars of different spatial configuration might play in altering the specificity of proteins, it was thought that it might be possible to combine these different sugars with a given protein and to observe specific differences in antigenic properties of the substituted compounds."hl Although the search for artificial antigens and the study of the chemical basis of immunological specificity were complementary pursuits, occasionally the two contexts suggested different research strategies. It is not obvious, for example. that properties of chemically similar substances were medically relevant, even if they could serve as bases for generalizations about immunological specificity.
BACTERIAL ENZYME DECOMPOSING CAPSULAR POLYSAC-CHARIDE: THE FIRST ANTIBIOTIC OR A RESE.4RCH TOOL?
Two distinct evidential contexts alternate in Avery's collaboration with Renk Dubos on the isolation and investigation of the properties This research line originated in an accidental encounter between Dubos, who was then working on soil bacteria that decomposed cellulose, and Avery. who took the opportunity to inform Dubos about an enzyme capable of decomposing capsular polysaccharides of the pneumococcus. As a result of this conversation. Dubos went to the Rockefeller Institute to work in Avery's laboratory. In 1929, he isolated a bacterial enzyme capable of decomposing the capsule of type III pneumococcus both in ~ifro and in viw.h2 The translation to the medical problem was direct: encapsulated pneumococci are virulent, the non-encapsulated ones are not. An agent that could remove the capsule might render the bacteria nonpathogenic. But at the same time, the enzyme also interested Avery because it could be used to prove "probably beyond doubt" that "the polysaccharide,
and not some impurity carried along with it. is responsible for type specificity."6? Avery had tried to decompose the polysaccharide in 1923 when working with Heidelberger in order to provide more evidence that the specific soluble substance and not a protein was responsible for specihcity.h4 Again. enzyme research appeared in two contexts: developing a therapeutic agent against pneumonia. and using an enzyme as an experimental tool in studying immunological specificity and its chemical foundations.
Avery also used the enzyme in his research on transformation.h5
Little trace of the instrumental possibilities provided by the enzyme survive the sequence of published research: Dubos and Avery moved from isolating and purifying the enzyme to testing its effectiveness first in mice, then in rabbits and monkeys. while attempts to stabilize and purify the substance continued.hfl The movement from the laboratory to the When in 1939 Herbert Gasser, the new director of the Rockefeller Institute, surveyed the activities and problems of the Institute, he divided the research done at the Hospital into two categories: "contributions which are of immediate practical significance," and "scientific developments noteworthy because of their originality or completeness."h7 The research of Avery's group appeared under one of these headings in the section on pneumonia, and under the other in the section on immunochemistry.
Gasser describes four new therapies for pneumonia in very promising terms. Three of these were developed at the Rockefeller Hospital, the fourth in England. First, the rabbit pneumococcus serum, developed by Goodner and Horsfall (later other members of Avery's group participated as well), began to be used in the clinic in 1936. It brought a dramatic reduction in mortalityS8
When Osler wrote his textbook of medicine he called pneumonia the "Captain of the men of death." This position pneumonia still has with its 100,000 deaths per year. and its case mortality of 32 per cent. But it should not have it. In the Rockefeller Hospital the mortality of the pneumonia cases treated with the new rabbit anti-pneumococcus serum is only 3.7 per cent. Could the treatment be used even one-third as effectively in the country at large, there would be the truly magnificent saving of life of 65.000 annually.
The second therapy emerged from Avery's and Goebel's attempts to synthesize artificial antigens. In 1938 Goebel synthesized one that produced a notable antiserum:69
[It] possesses the remarkable property of protecting mice against several other types of pneumococcal infections as well.. .Thus for the first time in the history of infectious diseases, it has been possible with an artificially compounded antigenic substance containing an aldobionic acid to produce a single serum which has proven effective in the treatment of more than one type of experimental pneumococcal infection. For those familiar with the fields of chemical immunology it is apparent that this work may open a new and practical approach to the prevention and cure of pneumococcal infections in man.
decomposes the specific capsular polysaccharide of pneumococcus type III." EM, 59 (1934) . 641-668. A clear result of Avery's "rational approach to therapy," Goebel's synthesis was heralded by Gasser as "a remarkable instance of analysis of disease processes in chemical terms." The third therapeutic method developed at the Rockefeller was Dubos' and Hotchkiss' "discovery, purification, and crystallization of a new chemical substance capable of attacking all gram-positive organisms so far tested." Although the substance called gramicidin proved toxic to dogs, it seemed "a new lead for the chemotherapeutic treatment of infectious diseases in general."'O Gasser thought the substance had "extraordinary potency."" We come to the fourth therapy. In 1938 Lionel Whitby, from Middlesex Hospital in London, published the results of treating experimental pneumonia in mice with a sulfonamide derivative, sulfapyridine." Sulfapyridine treatment began at the Rockefeller Hospital in late 1938 or early 1939. By April 1939. Avery's group had studied it thoroughly. They confirmed the "beneficial action ,,of the drug in the outcome of pneumococcal pneumonia" but raised several potential problems (such as drug-fastness of the organism) and pointed to possible side-effects. Their first report concludes with the statement: "The primary toxicity of the compound may limit seriously its use unless means are found of reducing the nocuous effects."'j Gasser echoed the initial cautious acceptance of sulfapyridine at the Rockefeller:74
One of the things that makes research exciting is the rapidity with which events can take place. Hardly had the rabbit serum been perfected when an important chemotherapeutic agent was introduced in England. As one of those rare freaks of empiricism which now and again occur without scientific warning, a drug was discovered of outstanding merit in the treatment of streptococcal infections; and there was prepared a chemical modification of this drug, which proved to be effective against the pneumococcus. At the present time the final position of the drug, sulfapyridine, and the serum in the therapeutic armamentarium is still under consideration.
The caution was short-lived. In October 1940. Avery believed that "there is still use. under certain conditions, for antipneumococcal rabbit serum, particularly when it is employed in combination with other drugs." Nonetheless, he admitted the superiority of sulfapyridine. "The relative cheapness of the drug and the ease with which practising physicians can administer it locally made it obvious that within a short time this or some closely related drug would for the most part supplant the use of serum in the treatment of pneumonia. As a matter of fact this has already occurred."75 A year after its first use at the Hospital, sulfapyridine had vanquished other therapeutic agents against pneumonia in all but exceptional and very severe cases in which serum was also used. It was also applied with serum in Type Ill infections. At the same time, MacLeod studied "sulfapyridine fastness" and the "occurrence and nature of a substance which annuls the bacteriostatic action of sulfonamide compounds."76
The serum treatment developed by Avery and his associates fell victim to the groups' scientific success: it required extensive bacteriological typing and control and a time-consuming and expensive preparation. After years of research, the Rockefeller Hospital regarded pneumonia not as one disease, "but thirty two related diseases, each caused by an organism that has the same body as the other organisms, but differs from the other organisms in the chemical composition of a complex sugar-like substance that makes up the capsule."77 Sera to combat such complexity had little chance in the market against an easily administered drug like sulfapyridine. Just as the Rockefeller's persistent efforts to develop a therapy based on years of immunochemical research seemed to be yielding positive results, sulfapyridine made practical applications irrelevant. Disappointment lurks behind the reports to the Board of Scientific Directors and the Corporation: "When the sulfonamide drugs more or less supplanted the use of immune serum in the treatment of pneumonia, it appeared for a short time that the work on pneumonia at the Rockefeller Hospital might be forgotten or overshadowed by the striking results obtained with the drug." Perhaps Avery hoped Dubos' results with gramicidin would reestablish the reputation of his group as being "in the front line of chemotherapeutic attack against infectious diseases."78 Ultimately, this reputation was assured not through the contribution to the clinical treatment of pneumonia but by what Gasser referred to in his report as one of the scientific developments "noteworthy because of their originality and completeness:" the long-standing research on transformation to which Avery and MacLeod returned in I94 I. 75. RC. 1939 -1940 , Ott 1940 , 6:XXVIII. 18. 76. RBSD, Apr 1940 , 20.
TRANSFORMATION
It is worth retelling the often-told story of how Avery identified the substance responsible for bacterial transformation to show the relationship between Avery's work on transformation and his long-term research program.?" Historians have been interested in whether and when Avery became aware of the genetic significance of the work on transformation, in the continuity in research on the problem in Avery's laboratory. and in the reception of Avery's findings prior to the Hershey-Chase experiments.
Relations between Avery's medical interests and his research on transformation between I929 and 1943 have received less attention, although Dubos and Russell have suggested that Avery delayed focusing on the problem of transformation because the phenomenon lacked medical relevance, and that he returned to it only when sulfa drugs rendered his approach to finding a treatment for pneumonia obsolete. xo But it does not appear that any significant delay occurred or that Avery thought transformation lacked medical relevance.
When Fred Griffith originally discovered. or "produced." the transformation of one type of pneumococci into another by injecting mice with avirulent Type R pneumococci together with heterologous heat-killed Type S bacteria. he was interested in the epidemiology of pneumonia, specifically in the problem of whether avirulent Type R bacteria change into virulent Type S bacteria in viro.*' Griffith saw his findings as relevant in this epidemiological context and his paper provided an epidemiological interpretation of the phenomenon. , 1877 , -Fcb 20. 1955 IS, 32 (1958) 30-49; Lowy (ref. 9). 80. Russell (ibid.). 397; Dubos (ref. 11). 150-51. 81 . Fred Griffith. "The significance of pneumococcal types." Journal of 'h~,giene, 27 (1928) . 113-I 59. Griffith believed that the phenomenon which he had induced artificially might occur naturally, that avirulent R-type pneumococci might undergo transformation into the virulent S-types.
82. Griffith (ibid.), 157.
virulence.. .These considerations which relate to an individual case of pneumonia are capable of application to an outbreak of epidemic disease in a community. Thus the consequences which ensue on the decline of an epidemic are not only an increase in the number of insusceptible individuals but also an alteration in the character of the infective organism.
The Rockefeller took an immediate interest in these findings: "experiments were at once undertaken to verify Griffith's results."83 Martin Dawson repeated Griffith's experiments, attempting to insure that the heat-killed cultures were indeed not viable.R4 He also tried, initially without success. to achieve transformation in an in vitro system, and to specify the conditions under which transformation takes place.x5 The experiments were repeated not only with pneumococci but also with Friedlander's bacilli. Since Friedlander bacillus was known to have a capsule chemically and immunologically extremely similar to that of Type III pneumococcus, the Rockefeller also tried cross-species transformation. x6 The speed with which the researchers at the Rockefeller replicated Griffith's experiments is particularly striking since Avery's laboratory seldom tried to replicate work done elsewhere.
The initial report on transformation experiments does not spell out the relevance of Griffith's findings, other than to suggest "the possible significance of these adoptive changes in the course of infection and in the epidemiology of the disease."x' The interest in Griffith's experiments. however, can be understood better if we remember that his findings. on the one hand, seemed counter to the stability of immunologically distinct types of pneumococcus on which Avery had based his entire research program, and, on the other hand, they contributed to the widespread research on S to R variation of bacteria.
After Joseph Arkwright, working at the Lister Institute in London, had described the characteristics of the R/S variation in the enteric bacteria in 192 1, many bacteriologists, particularly in the United States, studied it in a large number of bacterial species. The R/S dissociation was linked to antigenic properties of bacteria. as well as to their virulence and morphology. Its apparent relevance for problems of bacterial pathogenicity and immunogenicity, the possibility that it played a role in the rise and fall of epidemics, and its practical bearing on diagnostic procedures, vaccine production, and the classification of bacteria, made it a favorite subject of study during the inter-war period.x8 Dawson had been working on the R/S dissociation of the pneumococcus for several years before the publication of Griffith's paper, while Julianelle had devoted some of his attention to the R/S dissociation of the Friedlander bacillus.
Griffith's findings must also have worried the Rockefeller group insofar as they demonstrated the possibility that the specific types of the pneumococcus, which Avery and his group had proved to be antigenically and chemically distinct, could be transformed into one another.89 Even if their medical implications were not immediately specifiable, Griffith's experiments were relevant to the main research of the laboratory.
Research on transformation continued at the Rockefeller; after Dawson left, first Alloway, then Rogers, and then MacLeod and eventually McCarty as well as Avery himself pursued this line of investigation.
Dawson soon reproduced transformation in a test tube and Alloway turned to the isolation of the bacterial substance responsible for the phenomenon. In 193 1, Alloway described his attempts "to extract from type specific pneumococci. the substance or substances responsible for the activation of the R forms" in order to be able to characterize its "chemical and biological properties."90 Efforts at isolation. purification, and chemical identification of the active substance continued throughout the early 1930s. The early reports say nothing about the interest of the phenomenon beyond affirming its "wide biological significance," but by 1935, after MacLeod began working on the problem, the significance was specified:"'
The study is being continued with the hope that knowledge of this important cellular mechanism may lead to a better understanding of the principles involved with specific transformation and induced variations of living cells, not only of Pneumococcus. Furthermore, the thought suggests itself that were we in possession of knowledge pertaining to the nature of the substances which serve as activators and inhibitors of capsule-producing enzymes, the knowledge gained might afford a new approach to a specific attack directed toward the suppression of the capsular function upon the activity of which the pathogenicity of Pneumococcus depends. The medical interest did not disappear: as late as 1942, Avery, MacLeod, Horsfall. and McCarty devoted their time to the study of virulence of the pneumococcus using transformation as a tool for testing whether "the property of virulence possessed by pneumococci. although only manifest in the presence of intact capsulae, is also dependent upon some other cellular function."" Rockefeller researchers seldom wrote down their speculations about the broader biological or medical significance of the phenomenon. Early on, after testing whether the specific soluble substances themselves could induce transformation (and finding they could not), Alloway speculated that the active substance might 91. RBSD. Apr 1935, 6:Xx111, 177. 92 . The assertion of medical relevance is repeated almost verbatim from the I935 report in RBSD, Apr 1941, 7:Xx1X, 145. and in RC. Ott 1941, 7:Xx1X, 23-24 . The last contains the sentence: "Such a statement [about the suppression of the capsular function upon the activity of which the disease-producing properties of the pneumococcus depend] might be interpreted as dealing with a new approach to the prevention and cure of pneumonia." 93. RBSD. Apr. 1942. 7:XxX. 130 ; the entire report on research on transformation is devoted to exploring virulence. function as a co-zymase. O3 but no further hypotheses about the biological nature of the phenomenon occur in any of the reports before 1943. That report. written after the identification of the active agent with desoxyribonucleic acid, reads:95
Thus, the transforming principle-a nucleic acid-and the end product of the synthesis it evokes-the Type III polysaccharide-are each chemically distinct and both are requisite in the type specific differentiation of the cell of which they form a part. The former has been likened to a gene, the latter to a gene product, the accession of which is mediated through enzymatic synthesis. The genetic interpretation of this phenomenon is supported by the fact that once transformation is induced, thereafter without further addition of the inciting agent both capsule formation and the gene-like substance are reduplicated in the daughter cells. The changes induced are therefore not transient modifications but are transmitted through innumerable transfers in ordinary culture media.
The final paper, submitted for publication in November of the same year, as well as Avery's famous letter to his brother (May 1943), discuss the possibility that the substance may function as a gene and that it may be a virus.96 Avery's approach here paralleled the one he had used in his studies on specific soluble substances and on C-reactive proteins. In each case, Avery first tried to purify and identify the chemical nature of the responsible substance. The importance of these methodological concerns and of the day-to-day instrumental problems emerges from McCarty's account of his collaboration with Avery. In describing their research practice. McCarty emphasized precisely the technical constraints and concerns that guided the experiments that led to the publication in 1944 of the paper on transformation.
To cite just one example:97
It was at this point that we applied the treatment with the SIII enzyme, carrying out the reaction until the material no longer gave a detectable 94. Ref. 90. 337. 95. RBSD. Apr 1943, 7:XxX1, 151-I 52 (emphasis mine ((ref. 10). 112-I 14) argues that Avery and his collaborators believed that "the transforming principle" activated or modified or determined enzymatic activities, but never suggested that it coded "for the totality of the structure of proteins." While Ldwy might well be correct in claiming that the new meaning of "genetic information" emerged only in the 1950s Avery and his colleagues may not have relied on any definite conception of the mechanism of gene action: .4very explicitly refused to speculate about this matter pending further chemical investigations.
97. . 150-151.
precipitate with type III antisera. After repetition of the Sevag procedure for removal of the enzyme protein that had been added, the preparation was ready for the final stages of purification.. ..Thus. by careful precipitation of the DNA at the minimal concentration of alcohol required. we should leave behind any remnants of other substances-protein, carbohydrate, or ribonucleic acid-that still remained in the preparation.. .I don't mean to imply that things always went smoothly as we undertook to prepare several lots of this kind of material. There were a number of hitches along the way, and some modifications in the procedure were necessary.. .We even had some problems with simple fundamental operations, like growing type III pneumococci for extraction.
Chemistry and instrumental opportunities, as well as the daily problems with experimental techniques and materials, directed the research process, not biology or potential medical applications. Until the substance had been isolated and identified, Avery would refrain from pursuing wider biological or medical significance. He explicitly articulated this strategy in his often-quoted letter to his brother:yx Sounds like a virus-may be a gene. But with mechanisms I am not now concerned-One step at a time-and the first is, what is the chemical nature of the transforming principle? Someone else can work out the rest.. .today it takes a lot of well documented evidence to convince anyone that the sodium salt of desoxyribose nucleic acid, protein-free, could be endowed with such biologically active and specific properties, and this evidence we are now trying to get.
Avery later defended his reluctance to speculate in public about the nature of the phenomenon he investigated:y4
Various interpretations have been advanced as to the nature of this phenomenon. However, those of us actively engaged in the work have for the most part left matters of interpretation to others and have chosen rather to devote our time and thought to experimental analysis of the factors involved in the reaction. This is not to say that we are indifferent and have not among ourselves indulged in speculation and discussion of the relation of the problem to other similar phenomena in related fields of biology.
Both the medical and theoretical biological concerns thus vanished from laboratory experimental practices and did not significantly link one experiment to another. The continuity was provided instead by attempts to gain a more complete chemical understanding of the transformation system and to develop better purification and identification procedures. Eventually. of course, the evidence provided by Avery's and his co-workers' identification of the substance responsible for transformation became relevant in the context of molecular genetics. That broke the previous ties to therapy for lobar pneumonia and with the immunological theory central to Avery's earlier biological interests.
CONCLUSION: FROM MEDICINE TO BIOLOGY
Before World War I, clinical problems were translated into limited research projects expected to contribute directly to therapy. Research that did not promise direct returns to the clinic was marginalized. Want of continuity in research resulted. The war. which temporarily reduced the institutional autonomy of the Rockefeller Hospital, exacerbated this tendency: research fell under the influence of military medicine.
The postwar return to the research on the pneumococcus initially emphasized "theoretical interest" over "practical relevance." A rhetoric stressing the need for "the study of certain fundamental properties of the bacteria" contained no explicit translation of specific medical problems into particular research projects. The studies of pneumococcal enzymes, nutrition, and the hydrogen-ion concentration exhibited such a pattern. Their occasional medical justifications are phrased in very general terms. play a tangential role in specifying research sequences, and appear largely legitimate. In contrast to the clinically driven studies of the pre-war period. research was governed directly by the available technical opportunities and made relevant within specific biochemical evidential contexts. Consequently, it was pursued more systematically and exhibited more continuity.
By the mid-1930s. Avery had translated the problem of an effective serum treatment for pneumonia into an immunochemical problem of the chemical basis of the biological specificity of the various types of pneumococci.
Eventually he could also specify how accumulating knowledge of the antigenic complex of the bacterium might serve in the development of the therapy. This synthesis-explicated most fully in the theory of antigenic dissociation and predicated on the idea that chemical knowledge could serve as the basis for imitating natural immune reactions-guided much of the research in the late 1920s and through the 1930s providing it both with continuity and medical relevance. Not all of the inter-war research, however, integrated medical goals and the biological or chemical interpretations so fully. In the research on transformation, for example, not all the translations necessary to place the work in either a specific biological (e.g., genetic) or a specific medical context (e.g., that of controlling the synthesis of therapeutics allowed him to make major biological discoveries. The medical contexts appear even more remote when the focus changes to that of day-to-day experimental practices and concerns: here technical considerations take on an overwhelming importance, and the chemical standards and rules of the game lead to searches for better enzymes, more stringent purification procedures, and more quantitative and precise methods of determining immunological specificity. By focusing on these day-to-day laboratory activities, we come to appreciate the mundane difficulties of procuring sufficient amounts of substances to be studied, the vagaries of instruments, techniques. and experimental models. These practical and technical constraints assume particular importance within the context of Avery's insistence that a substance be identified chemically before its functions and significance can be investigated. At this level, not only the medical but also the broader biological contexts might disappear. Sometimes the technical opportunities begin to serve not only as means to an independently specified goal, but as an end in themselves. The search for a chemical characterization of the substance responsible for the transformation of pneumococcal types exemplifies the process: intermediate goals became an end-product, while further interpretations (translations into genetic or medical contexts) were put on hold.
The way we put together the views obtained from our three levels of analysis inevitably and systematically affects our interpretations of the relations among the various contexts. When regarded merely as a day-to-day laboratory activity, research seems dominated by technical considerations and local contingencies play a central role. while the wider contexts within which the tinkering makes sense disappear or function only as a neutral and unproblematic background. Only in the resultant research reports do the various biological or medical contexts explicitly appear. But the contexts invoked in individual research papers remain partial: the continuities and the changing logic of specific research lines. and the manner in which medical or biological problematics structure research sequences, can be understood only when series of papers or reports are considered together.
Published papers do not always specify research contexts. Avery's theory of antigenic dissociation was fully articulated not in the research papers he published. but in the institutional reports he wrote: and he reserved the overall logic of his immunochemical approach for the survey description of research in his laboratory delivered on the occasion of his receiving the Johns Phillips Memorial Prize from the American College of Physicians. lo1 These more synthetic descriptions 101. Oswald T. Avery. "The role of specific carbohydrates in pneumococcus infection and immunity," Annals qf ~ntunal mc>diclnc, 6 (1932). 1-9. are not merely legitimations after the fact. From accounts by Avery's collaborators we know that he devoted much effort to the articulation of the logic of his work in what came to be known as the "Red Seal Records," which helped to initiate new arrivals to the laboratory into the research endeavor. The "Red Seal Records" have been described as "beautifully planned discourses" that "dealt with the major lines of pneumococcal research."'"' As Dubos remembered them:rU3
They were virtuoso performances, in which the theme was developed with logic and clarity, starting from the historical background and ending with the rationale of possible scientific approaches.. .The continuous effort he made to sharpen and polish the language that he used to convey his concepts enabled him to recognize their ambiguities and inadequacies, and thereby facilitated the formulation of working hypotheses sufficiently well defined to be amenable to experimental testing.
Or, in Hotchkiss' account:rO" These gems of perfection were continually revised and repolished. The highly organized presentation was a kind of debate with himself, punctuated with rhetorical questions like, "now, why should that be?" or "what does that all mean?" The auditor who was moved to try to respond, however. quickly found himself overwhelmed-and indeed suppressed-by the ongoing flow of well rehearsed logic.. .These dissertations probably played a great part in concentrating the attention of his younger collaborators on basic problems.
It might be argued that the orderly development portrayed here results from relying on post &c.to accounts of research presented in scientific papers, official reports, and historical narratives. Perhaps so. But the portrayal of laboratory activities as chaotic, highly opportunistic, and contingent processes is just as surely caused by restricting one's attention to the most immediate and narrow contexts of experimental practices which ignore the broader and more continuous features of research. Sociological laboratory studies that tend to downplay the intellectual embeddedness of laboratory practices and to underestimate the role of articulation in scientific research rely on this deliberate omission of wider context. Knowledge claims appear as contingent constructs and purely rhetorical achievements only when artificially abstracted from their history and from the broader contexts of research and accounting in which they are firmly embedded. Ilana Lowy has argued that "biomedical research constantly oscillates between the temptation to escape the constraints imposed by medical practice by fleeing into the realm of pure research, and the need to maintain close contact with the clinics in order to benefit from the rewards recompensing the solutions of medical problems."lU5 In fact, flight into the realm of pure research was made possible in 20th-century biomedicine by the very strategy adopted to solve medical problems: the translations used to transform them into researchable questions, the laboratory techniques and models used to study them, and the multi-layered nature of research practice.
